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INTRODUCTION 
We begin with a connected semisimple real matrix group G. Given a 
finite dimensional representation F of G, we may associate to it two 
categories of representations: a category %‘%F?~ of Harish-Chandra modules 
for G and a highest weight module category 0;7. The exact covariant 
Jacquetfunctor .I assigns to each irreducible Harish-Chandra module 7c in 
&+5ZF a Jacquet module J(rc), which lies in the category 0;. This paper 
solves the problem of determining when J(Z) is one of the basic modules 
arising in the Kazhdan-Lusztig theory of category 0;. 
More carefully, recall that the category Sl, admits four basic families of 
indecomposable modules, each of which forms a basis for the Grothendieck 
group of virtual characters: the irreducible highest weight modules; the 
Verma modules; the indecomposable projective modules; and the indecom- 
posable self-dual Verma flag modules. In this paper, we answer a question 
of Jim Humphreys, by characterizing those rc for which the Jacquet module 
J(Z) is indecomposable with a Verma flag. This leads to a characterization 
of the projective Jacquet modules. Such Jacquet modules arise from 
irreducible principal series representations of split groups. If we assume ,G 
has no simple factor locally isomorphic to Sp(n, R), then the following are 
equivalent: (i) J(rc) is projective in the category 0;; (ii) J(n) is indebom- 
posable with a Verma flag in 0;; (iii) E is an irreducible principal series 
representation in XvF of a split group G; and (iv) J(rc) is the unique 
self-dual projective indecomposable module in 0;. When G is locally 
isomorphic to Sp(n, R), then the classification of projective Jacquet 
modules is as above, ;but an additional Verma flag Jacquet module can 
occur in 0;; this Jacquet module will arise from two different irreducible 
representations 7~ in &%F?~. The Loewy filtrations of any such Verma flag 
Jacquet module are known, leading to a complete determination of their 
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Iwasawa nilpotent cohomology groups. Combining this result with previous 
work, we obtain a characterization of the irreducible Harish-Chandra 
modules having their Jacquet module in one of the above mentioned four 
basic families. 
The characterization of projective Jacquet modules is fairly straight- 
forward; most of our work is devoted to showing that this coincides 
(except for Sp(n, 172)) with the classification of Verma flag Jacquet modules 
and that the condition forces G to be a split group. The existence of an 
“extra” Verma flag Jacquet module occuring in Sp(n, R’) depends upon a 
priori knowledge of a specific Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial associated to a 
particular unitary highest weight module for Sp(n, R); this will follow from 
previous work in the Hermitian symmetric case. All of our arguments 
depend upon the recent classification of self-dual Verma flag modules, 
Vogan’s classification of large representations, and the character theory for 
X’%;; and 0;. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
In more detail, fix G as above, choose an Iwasawa decomposition 
G= KAN, an associated Cartan involution 8, and a compatible minimal 
parabolic subgroup P having Langlands decomposition P = MAN. Denote 
the corresponding real Lie algebras by go, fO, etc.; their complexifications 
without subscript “0.” Fix an Iwasawa Bore1 subalgebra b = h@u c p 
containing a maximally split &stable Cartan subalgebra h = t @ a, t = f n h. 
Fix compatible positive systems for the roots @+ (resp. ,Z+) of h in g (resp. 
a in 9). Let p (resp. p(a)) denote the half-sum over @+ (resp. X’). We 
have the Weyl group W of @, together with the Bruhat ordering deter- 
mined by b and the longest element wO. Fix an irreducible finite dimen- 
sional representation F of G with highest weight x-p. Given w E W, we 
may associate to it an irreducible h-module of highest weight ww,x - p. 
Form the Verma modules M(w) = U(g)@U(b) C(w), WE W. Each M(w) 
admits a unique irreducible quotient L(w). We now define the categories of 
interest: 
%%‘F= the category of Harish-Chandra modules with the 
same infinitesimal character as R 
Cal, = the category of finitely generated U(g)-modules which 
are b-locally finite and have the same infinitesimal 
character as F; 
0, = the category of finitely generated U(g)-modules which 
are b-locally finite, h-semisimple, and have the same 
generalized infinitesimal character as F. (2.1) 
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We say a module h4 in Ol, or OX admits a I/emu flag if there exists a 
filtration of M by g-submodules 
O=M,cMlc --a cM,=M, 
such that Mi/Mi- i = M(wi), some WOE W, 1~ i<n. We may schematically 
represent such a flag as M= (M(w,) < ... < M(w,)). Let 6 denote the 
contravariant exact duality functor in 0;. and Co,; see [C-l], [IH-Sl]. 
Recall that the socle (resp. top) of a module M is the largest semisimple 
submodule (resp. semisimple homomorphic image) of M. 
By a result of Soergel [So], we have 
There exists an exact functor E giving an equivalence of 
categories 0; - * OX, which is the identity functor on both 
{M(w) : WE W> and {L(w) : WE W}. @-2l 
This equivalence of categories has the following two additional properties: 
A module M on OX has a Verma flag M= (M(w,)< ... < 
M(w,)) if and only if E(M) is a module in Ol, with Verma 
flag E(M)= (M(w,) < ... < M(w,)); (2.3 1 
E commutes with 6. (2.4) 
Given w E W, we denote by P(w) the projective cover of L(w) in category 
0”. Set P’(w) = s(P(w)), w E W. Then P’(w) is the indecomposable projec- 
tive cover of L(w) in 0;. Recall that any projective module P(w) has a 
Verma flag; see [BGG]. In the obvious sense, P’(w) has “the same” Verma 
flag as P(w). By [Ir], OX contains a unique (up to isomorphism) indecom- 
posable self-dual projective module; namely, the projective cover P(e) of 
L(e) in 4. In view of the above remarks, P’(e) is the unique indecom- 
posable self-dual projective module in the category 0;. 
Define the Jacquet functor 
where (. . .)* denotes the full algebraic dual. Then J is a faithful exact 
covariant functor. By a result of Hecht and Schmid [H-S,], J commutes 
with the natural duality functors on 0; and &?2ZF. In particular, if 7~ is an 
irreducible Harish-Chandra module, then J(n) is self-dual in category O& 
Fix an irreducible MA module (6 0 e”, E). By a principal series represen- 
tation Ip(B 0 1) of G, we will understand the space of K-finite vectors in 
(S: G-+ EJ f is smooth and f(pg)= [d@e”OeP(‘)](p)f(g), 
for allpEP, gEGJ, 
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under the right regular representation. More generally, if P’ = M’A’N’ is a 
cuspidal parabolic subgroup and 6’ a discrete series for M’, then we are led 
to the generalized principal series representations IY(8’ Q 1’). 
We say G is split (resp. quasi-split) if h = a (resp. h = ttt Q a). If g is quasi- 
split, then u = n. We now state our main theorems. 
(2.6) THEOREM. Let 71 be an irreducible Harish-Chandra module for a 
connected semisimple real matrix group G. Assume rc has the same infini- 
tesimal character as a finite dimensional representation F of G. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) J(n) is projective in the category 0;; 
(b) J(Z) = P’(e); 
(c) G is a split group and TL is an irreducible principal series represen- 
tation. 
(2.7) THEOREM. Let x be an irreducible Harish-Chandra module for a 
connected semisimple real matrix group G, such that no simple factor of G 
is locally isomorphic to Sp(n, R), n > 1. Assume n has the same infinitesimal 
character as a finite dimensional representation F of G. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(a) J(X) is indecomposable with a Verma flag; 
(b) J(X) is projective in the category 0;. 
A moment’s reflection on the situation for Sp(1, R) = SL(2, R) will 
illustrate that (2.7) cannot hold for the symplectic cases. For example, the 
two discrete series representations of SL(2, R) in &‘gF both have Jacquet 
modules equal to L(e) = M(e). These are indecomposable Verma flag 
modules which are not projective; see [C-C, (2.11)]. To describe the situa- 
tion in Sp(n, R), we will need to recall some basic terminology from the 
classification of irreducible representations in YZ’%?~. If n is an irreducible 
Harish-Chandra module for G in PgF, then a collection of Langlands data 
for 7t is a triple (P’, 6+, A’), where P+ =M+A+iV+ is a standard 
cuspidal parabolic subgroup, of G containing P (possibly G itself), 6 + a dis- 
crete series for M’, and ;I+ ~a+* satisfying (2 +, a) > 0 for all roots a of 
a+ in n +. (We remind the reader that the usual definition of Langlands 
data replaces “discrete series” by “irreducible tempered” and “(A+, a) 3 0” 
by “(A+, c() > 0”. However, in the regular infinitesimal character setting, 
our terminology is justified by [V,, Sect. 41.) By Milicic’s result, we can 
realize 7t as the unique irreducible quotient module of I,+(S+ Ql+); we 
often call ZP+ (6 + Q 1’ ) the standard representation containing rc (in unique 
quotient position). 
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(2.8) THEOREM. Let 71 be an irreducible Harish-Chandra module for 
G = Sp(n, iw). Assume 7t has the same infinitesimal character as a finite 
dimensional representation F of G. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) J(n) is indecomposable with a Vermaflag; 
(b) Either n= Ip(B 0 A) is an irreducible principal series representa- 
tion (in which case J(z) is projective) or 7c = I, + (S+ @ Iz + ) is an irreducible 
standard representation, where P+ is the standard cuspidal parabolic sub- 
group with [mz, m,+ ] = 542, aB) determined by the simple long root in @+ 
(in which case J(x) is not projective, but will be specified in (2.15) below.) 
(2.9) Remarks. (i) We do not assume G is split in the hypothesis of 
(2.6) or (2.7). As we shall soon see, it is an easy consequence of Vogan’s 
work on large representations to deduce that if J(rc) has a Verma flag, then 
G is quasi-split. The fact that G must actually be split is more delicate. 
(ii) Given a split group G, the Speh-Vogan reducibility theorem [V, 
(8.6.6)] determines the irreducible principal series representations $f?qF. 
Not every split group admits an irreducible principal series representation 
in &%$‘F; for example, Sp(2, [w) does, but P Sp(2, EX) does not. Reducibility 
depends upon the so-called parity condition; see [V,]. 
(iii) Recall the Beilinson-Bernstein classification of modules in %%YF 
in terms of $&modules; see [BB]. Recall the flag variety ?3= G,/B, 
B = centralizer of b in G,. There is a one to one correspondence between 
irreducible modules n in &?QYF and pairs (O(n), YJ, where 6(rc) is a Kc- 
orbit in the flag variety 99 and L& a flat Kc-homogeneous line bundle on 
O(z). We define Z(z) = dim, O(z); often called the length of 7c. Up to adding 
a constant, depending only on G, this definition of “I” coincides with that 
in Vogan’s work; see [V,]. 
It is possible to explicitly describe the length of 7c arising in (2.8)(b): If 
rr is an irreducible principal series representation of Sp(n, iw) in XwF, then 
Z(a) = n2~ If rc = Z,+(6+ 0 l+) as in (2.8)(b), then 1(z) = n2 - n. Note that if 
n = 1, then P+ = G and these two irreducible standard representations are 
just the two discrete series represenations of X,(2, iFB). 
Finally, there are precisely two irreducible standard modules I,+ (6 + @ /z + ) 
as in (2.8)(b); this comes from the fact that SL(2, O;n) has two discrete series 
(of a given integral regular infinitesimal character) and the remarks con- 
cerning “M(n) #” in Section 5 below. 
(iv) Theorems (2.6) and (2.7) remain unchanged if we replace 
“projective” by “indecomposable projective”; this will be a scholium to the 
proof of these theorems. However, we have been unable to resolve whether 
“indecomposable Verma flag” may be replaced by “Verma flag” in (2.7) 
and (2.8). This is related to the general fact that a Jacquet module need not 
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be indecomposable; indeed, there exist non-indecomposable non-semi- 
simple Jacquet modules. 
Consequences of (2.6) and (2.7) 
A Verma flag of P’(e) is known from [HUG]. Since P’(e) is self-dual, 
P’(e) will have a flag by modules of the form 6M(y). Using the proposition 
[C-I, Sect. 41 and a spectral sequence argument, we see that the 
u-cohomology is given 
i 
0 a=(w), i=O 
H'(u, P'(e)) = WE w 
0, otherwise. 
By the work of Hecht and Schmid [H-S,], we know that H,(e(n), 7~) = 
@(it, J(rc)), is N, for every irreducible Harish-Chandra module n, leading 
to 
(2.10) COROLLARY (TO (2.6), (2.7)). Let z be an irreducible 
Harish-Chandra module for a connected semisimple real matrix group G. 
Assume z has the same infinitesimal character as a finite dimensional 
representation F of G. Then 
(i) If J(n) is projective, then 
0 a=(w), i=O 
H,(B(n), n) = WE w 
0, otherwise. 
(ii) Assume no simple factor of G is locally isomorphic to Sp(n, R), 
n> 1. IfJ(n) has a Vermaflag, then H,(e(n), n) is as in (2.10)(i). 
(2.11) Remarks. Quite some time ago, Nolan Wallach pointed out to 
the author that the formula in (2.10)(i) gives the 8(n)-homology of an 
irreducible principal series representation for a split group. The formula 
can be deduced directly by showing that an irreducible principal series for 
a split group is actually free as a ll(f?(tt)) module and explicitly exhibiting 
generators. 
Recall the concept of a block of (g, K)-modules [V,, Sect. 91. Fix a 
representation 7~ as in (2.6)(c). Using (say) the Speh-Vogan reducibility 
theorem [V,, (8.6.6)] and basic block theory IV,], we see that rc is by 
itself an entire block of irreducible modules. In other words, if p is any 
irreducible Harish-Chandra module for G and Extg,,(n, ,D) # 0, then 
rc = ,u. For this reason, such rc represent what we will call a singleton block 
of irreducible Harish-Chandra modules. (At the opposite extreme, one may 
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compare these blocks with the block of the trivial representation, which is 
the “biggest” block of Harish-Chandra modules.) The existence of 
singleton blocks depends upon the disconnectivity of H. Moreover, [V, 
(8.6.6)] gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such 
singleton blocks for a given split group. Again, we should emphasize that 
split groups need not admit singleton blocks; recall (2.9)(ii). If s is a simple 
reflection in W and 8, is the corresponding ranslation functor across the 
s-wall, then [V, (8.13)] tells us that $,n is a non-trivial length two self- 
extension of rc. Consequently, 7~ is not projective in the category of 
(Q, K)-modules. However, no such self-extension has an infinitesimal 
character; see [V, (9.5.2)]. This shows that 71 is projective in XqF. Taken 
collectively, these remarks show that on a qualitative level, projective 
Jacquet modules rarely exist; but, when they do exist, they arise as the 
image of projective modules in XWF. 
The Basic Families 
The category S> admits four basic families of indecomposable modules, 
each of which forms a basis for the filtered Grothendieck group; see [I23 
for “filtered” terminology. The first three bases are by now classical: 
G?~=(M(w):wEW) the Vet-ma modules; 
B*=(L(w):wEW} the irreducible modules; (2.12) 
B3 = {P’(w) : w E w> the indecomposable projective modules. 
A new fourth basis has recently been described using the following result. 
(2.13) PROPOSITION [C-I]. For each WE W there is a module D(w) in 
OX, unique up to isomorphism, satisfying the following properties: 
(i) D(w) is self-dual; 
(ii) D(w) has a Verma fZag; 
(iii) w is maximal (under the Bruhat order) in the set (z E W : L(z) is 
a composition factor of D(w)}; 
(iv) D(w) is indecomposable. 
Moreover, any self-dual module D in Co, with a Verma flag is isomorphic to 
a direct sum of modules in the set {D(w) : w E W}. 
Recalling (2.2), set D’(w) = &(D(w)), w f W. Then 
~28~ = {D’(w) : w E W} the indecomposable self-dual Verma flag modules 
(2.14) 
481113612.7 
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forms a basis for the filtered Grothendieck group of 0;. We refer to the 
modules in (2.12) and (2.14) as basic modules. From the standpoint of 
Kazhdan-Lusztig theory, the bases Bi (1 d i 9 4) are “basic” in the sense 
that we may relate &$ and gj using the fundamental Kazhdan-Lusztig 
combinatorics of the Hecke algebra. For example, %7r and gZ are related by 
the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. Also, we can relate && and &?J using 
BGG reciprocity [BGG] and a similar reciprocity [I,, 3.4.11 relates &$ 
and @A ; this then allows us to relate g1 and as, etc. 
Consequence of (2.8 ) 
Now, suppose that G = Sp(n, W) and rc is an irreducible Harish-Chandra 
module for G. Then we can completely characterize the J(n) occuring in 
(2.8). Theorem (2.6) describes when J(n) is projective and in all cases 
J(n) = P’(e); this will correspond to the case when rc is an irreducible 
principal series in (2.8)(b). 
Assume rc =IP+(6+ @A’) as in (2.8)(b) (or (2.9)(iii)). Recall the 
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials P,+ of [K-L]. We denote the simple basis 
reflections of W as si, . . . . s,, where si denotes the simple reflection about 
the simple root a(i) of @+ according to the labeled Dynkin diagram in 
Fig. 1. 
Our proof of (2.8) in Section 5 will show that 
(i) J(7r)=D’(w,s,s,_, . ..s.); 
(ii) Py,wwnsn-l...s,(~)= 1, yQ w@s,s,-1 “‘Sl. 
(2.15) 
By (2.15)(ii), Irving’s work [IJ, BGG reciprocity, and the 
Kazhdan-Lusztig inversion formula [K-L], we know that on the level of 
characters 
~~‘(%w,- 1 . ..Sl) : WY)1 
= [P(W&S,-1 . ..s1wg).M(ywo)] 
= C~ho) : uw-1 .--s,)l =py,wgs”s,~,...sl(~)= 1; (2.16) 
here, [A : B] is the multiplicity of B in a character formula for A. Conse- 
quently, since D’(wOs,s, _ 1 . . . sl) is self-dual, there will be a g-filtration 
with subquotients 6M(y), with each 6M(y) occuring once for 
o-o-o- .*. 
1 2 3 -,-‘: e”, 
FIG. 1. Dynkin diagram of type C,. 
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yGwosnsn-,...sl. Using the proposition [C-I, Sect. 41 and a spectral 
sequence argument, we see that the n-cohomology is given by 
0 @(Y), i=O 
ffyn, ~‘(wos,s,_l.. .sl)) = Y~wNl~,-i~~~~l (2.17) 
0, otherwise. 
It then follows that H,(8(n), X) is given by (2.17). 
Classfication of basic Jacquet modules 
Understanding the detailed structure of Jacquet modules can be very 
useful in the representation theory of a semisimple Lie group G. Several 
people have studied these modules from various points of view, but the 
most naive approach would be to consider the 
Problem: Determine when J(x) (n irreducible) is a basic module. (2.68) 
Theorems (2.6)-(2.8) determine when J(x) is in $&, 3 < i<4. The case 
when J(n) is a Verma module is handled by 
(2.19) LEMMA. J(Tc) is a Verma module if and only if G is locally 
isomorphic to SL(2, R) and 7t is a discrete series representation. 
ProoJ: As remarked after (2.5), J( z is self-dual. Consequently, J(n) is ) . 
a Verma module if and only if J(n) = L(e). We now appeal to geometric 
considerations. We assume the reader is familiar with the classification of 
modules in X%‘;, and 0s in terms of Smodules; recall (2.9)(iii) and see 
[BB]. Recall the localisation equivalence of categories d. We know:that 
dim, support ~(J(Tc)) = Z(n); see [C-C,, p. 801. Thus, J(n) is a Verma 
module if and only if d attaches n: to a closed zero dimensional Kc-orbit. 
Define 
m = dim, G,IB- i dim, G/K+ f dim, afund, (2.20) 
where af”,,d is the complexified split part of a fundamental Cartan sub- 
algebra of go. Then m is the dimension of a closed orbit $SS [V, (2.2.9)]. 
Using the tables in [Hg, p. 5181 and [Hu,, p. 661 we see m = 0 if and only 
if we are in the situation of (2.19). Q.E.D. 
Finally, the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures for sP%‘~ and 0; combined 
with the algorithm of [C-C, (1.2)] determine when J(n) is irreducible, in 
principle. If we further restrict the class of groups of interest, then one can 
be very explicit about when J(z) is irreducible. For example, assume G is 
a connected split simple matrix group. The work in [IC, (6.1)] classifies the 
cases when J(R) is irreducible. 
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In summary, the solution to our problem is that J(rc) is rarely (if ever) 
a basic module. Otherwise put, this shows that the weight filtration 
program [C-C,, C-C,] (which describes a g-filtration with semisimple 
subquotients on every Jacquet module) rarely follows from known results 
for category 0;. Cast in another light, we have again highlighted the rather 
mysterious structure of Jacquet modules. 
3. PROOF OF (2.6) 
The fact that (b) implies (a) is obvious. 
Proving the other two implications will require some extra terminology. 
First, an irreducible Harish-Chandra module n of G is large [Vi] if its 
annihilator is a minimal primitive ideal; equivalently, if the tau invariant 
r(rc) is empty. Secondly, following Hecht [H], an irreducible 
Harish-Chandra module 71 of G is of largest growth if its Langlands data 
consists of a triple (P, 6, A), where the highest weight of 6 01 is 
@+-dominant. Equivalently, using the terminology of Vogan, rr is of largest 
growth if its regular character data [V, (2.2)(b)] involve the maximally 
split Cartan subgroup H and the (Iwasawa) positive system of roots Qt. 
The proof that (c) implies (b) will depend on Vogan’s work related to 
large representations, the concept of largest growth, Langlands classilica- 
tion, Osborne’s conjecture, and the BGG reciprocity principle. The proof 
that (a) implies (c) will ultimately depend upon the uniqueness of an 
indecomposable self-dual projective module in category Ok, together with 
Langlands classification, Vogan’s classification of large representations, and 
the concept of largest growth, as defined above. We also must work a little 
to show that projectivity of J(rc) implies G is split; quasi-splitness falls out 
easily from Vogan’s work. Ultimately, this will require a character theoretic 
argument, depending (among other things) on the character formula for 
P’(e) in the Verma module basis, 
(2.6)(c) Implies (2.6)(b) 
Assume that rr is an irreducible principal series representation and G is 
split. By [V, (6.2)], 71 is large. Recall that for a split group, the restricted 
Weyl group w(A) coincides with W. Then by (say) Langlands classifica- 
tion, in irreducible principal series representation of a split group is of 
largest growth. We conclude that 
rc is a largest growth representation. (3.1) 
By largeness, [V, (3.4)], and the proof of [V, (4.6)], the only possible 
irreducible submodule of J(rc) is L(e). 
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(3.2) Claim. socle J(X) = L(e). 
Recall that Hi(&, 7r) = H’(n, J(n)), for all i. If L(e) occurs with multi- 
plicity greater than one in the socle, then the Frobenius reciprocity 
theorem [H-S,] would allow us to prove either 
(i) dim, Hom,,(rc, lecp,(C(e)@o(1)))22, for a character 
a( 1) of H/H’, Ho = the identity component of H, or 
(ii) dim, Horn&x, 1,&C(e)@ o(i))) # 0, for distinct 
characters o(i) of H/Ho, Ho = the identity component of H, 
i= 1,2. (3.3) 
By the Osborne conjecture [H-S,], the character formula for an induced 
representation [K, Sect. 10.31, and the fact that G is split (so W- W(A)), 
@J&&~(e) 0 4i))) 
= @U&C(e) 0 44)) I MA- = 0 @M(w), i= 1, 2, (3.4) 
WCW 
where MA- is defined as in [H-S, (3.5)] using the minimal parabolic sub- 
group BP. The set MA - will arise often, so we will refer to it throughout 
as the Osborne set. Since rc is itself an irreducible principal series and G is 
split, we argue similarly to get 
@J((n) = O(n) IMA- = @ @M(w). (3.5) 
WEW 
This discussion proves that the injective maps in (3.3) are isomorphisms. 
That implies that (3.3)(i) can never occur. (Alternatively, largeness and [Vi 
(6.7)] will eliminate the possibility of (3.3)(i).) If (3.3)(ii) holds, then we 
will contradict the uniqueness portion of Langlands classification, 
Conclude that 
J(n) is indecomposable with simple socle and top L(e) and 
rc = 1,(6 @ A), some irreducible M-module 6, and a character 
/lea*. (3.6) 
Let p: J(z) -+ L(e) denote the projection onto the top and q: P’(e) --+ L(e) 
the projective cover of L(e) in 0;. By projectivity, there exists a map 
q*: P’(e) -+ J(x), such that pq* = q. Since J(K) has a simple top (3.6), it 
follows that q* is surjective. If we can show that q* is an isomorphism, 
then we will be done. 
It is enough to now show P’(e) and J(n) have the same character, On 
the one hand, the work in [HuJ shows that 
@P’(e)= @ @M(w). 
WCW 
(3.7) 
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On the other hand, @J(Z) is as in (3.5), hence coincides with (3.7); this 
proves that J(n) = P’(e). 
(2.6)(a) Implies (2.6)(c) 
If J(rc) is projective, then it can be written as a direct sum of indecom- 
posable projective modules in Ok. Moreover, by the self-duality of J(E) 
(recall our remarks below (2.5)), each indecomposable projective summand 
in such a decomposition is a self-dual projective module in 0;. But P’(e) 
is the unique indecomposable self-dual projective module in category 0;. 
Consequently, J(n) is a direct sum of P’(e)%. Since P’(e) contains L(w,) as 
a composition factor, rc is a largest growth representation. If more than one 
P’(e) summand occurs, then one can argue (as above) to see that (3.3) 
holds, contradicting the uniqueness of the Langlands data attached to rc. 
Thus, 
J(7c) = P’(e). (3.8) 
Since L(e) = socle P’(e), the proof of [V, (4.6)] and Vogan’s work show 
that 
rc is large and G is quasi-split. (3.9) 
Vogan [V,] has classified the large representations of G in &WP: they 
are either certain discrete series or certain irreducible generalized principal 
series. Out of this list, only an irreducible principal series can be of largest 
growth. This proves that rc is an irreducible principal series representation 
and G is.quasi-split. To prove that G is split, we argue via character theory. 
Recall that the character of P’(e) from (3.7) involves a sum of 1 WI distinct 
Verma modules. This must (via Osborne’s conjecture) coincide with 
OJ(7c) = @I,(6 0 1) I&f/ on the Osborne set. But the induced character 
formula [K, Sect. 10.31 shows that 01,(6@1) lMA- will be a sum of 
I W(A)1 distinct Verma modules. By linear independence of characters of 
Verma modules, we conclude that this is consistent only if I W(A)/ = I WI; 
but that condition says G is split. 
4. PROOF OF (2.7) 
It is enough to prove the result assuming that G is a connected simple 
matrix group which is not locally isomorphic to Sp(n, [w), y1 B 1. We assume 
that such a group G is fixed throughout this section, unless noted otherwise. 
By (2.6), we have “(b) implies (a)” in (2.7). 
This brings us to the proof of “(a) implies (b).” This implication is one 
of the most delicate parts of the paper and the idea is as follows. First, we 
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will show that (a) implies that rr is of largest growth and G is quasi-split. 
This will depend upon (2.13)(iii) in a very serious way, together with 
Vogan’s classification of large representations. Additionally, we will need to 
relate the multiplicities of Verma modules in a flag for D’(w) with Verma 
module multiplicities in the various projective indecomposable modules. 
This constitutes one aspect of a formal duality theory for the category OL, 
which is spelled out below and is due to Irving [IJ. Once we know that 
n is of largest growth, then we can use BGG reciprocity, the above 
mentioned duality theory, and the induced character formula to force G 
to be split; in effect, we will show that 1 WI = / W(A)I, where W(A) is the 
restricted Weyl group. 
(2.7)(a) Implies (2.7)(b) 
Now, assume that J(rc) is indecomposable with a Verma flag; this 
assumption on 7t is in force for the remainder of Sect. 4. As noted below 
(2.5), J(E) is self-dual, hence by (2.13) 
J(Tc) = D’(w), for some w E W. (4:1) 
Now, J(n) admits a Verma submodule, say M(z), some ZE W. But 
M(e) = L(e) is a submodule of every such M(z), showing that L(e) is a 
summand of the socle of J(rc). The proof of [V, (4.6)] shows that any 
irreducible submodule of J(n) must define the same primitive ideal as 7~. 
This shows that 
rc is a large representation, (4.2) 
since L(e) defines a minimal primitive ideal. By Vogan’s work [V,], we 
know that large Harish-Chandra modules can exist only if G is quasi-split. 
Our next goal is to show that G is split and n is of largest growth. 
We will need some terminology. Consider any module X in category 0; 
and form 
F(X) = (z E W: L(z) is a composition factor of X). 
Let z&X) = ( x E r(X) : x is maximal under the Bruhat order on the set 
Y(X)). We refer to F&(X) as the leading terms of X. The multiplicity of 
a leading term z, denoted mult(z, X), is the multiplicity of L(z) as a, 
composition factor in X. A key fact we shall need folIows immediately 
from (2.13): 
%ead(~‘(W)) = (4 and mult(w, D’(w)) = 1, for all w E W. (4.3) 
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We may henceforth assume that G is quasi-split. According to Vogan’s 
classification of large representations [V,] and (4.2), we know that 
rc=Ip+(&+@Iz+), where P+ =M+A+N+ is a cuspidal 
parabolic subgroup of G (possibly G itself!) containing P, 6+ 
is a large discrete series representation of M+, and ;1+ is a 
dominant character on a +. (4.4) 
We now consider various cases. 
The Case of Complex G 
If G is actually a complex group, then all Cartan subgroups of G are 
connected and (up to conjugacy) the only cuspidal parabolic subgroup is 
P. Complex groups admit no discrete series and the only principal series in 
%wF which is irreducible is an irreducible standard module. Thus, J?%~ 
contains exactly one irreducible large representation, q = ZP(B @ 2). By 
combining the induced character formula [K, Sect. 10.31 and the Osborne 
conjecture [H-S,] in the case of a complex group, we see that 
9&i(q) contains 1 WI elements; 
we refer the reader to [C-C, Sect; 41 for a discussion of the SL(3, C) case. 
By (4.3), J(q) #D’(w), for all w E W. Conclude that (4.1) never occurs for 
a complex group. 
The Case of a Non-Complex Group 
There is no harm in supposing that G is among the list of real forms 
[Hg, p. 5181. We begin with a lemma, which was pointed out to the author 
some time ago by H. Hecht. 
(4.5) LEMMA. Ifw is a large discrete series representation of a quasi-split 
connected real simple matrix group G, which is not locally isomorphic to 
SL(2, R), then l.%,d(J(~))I B 2. 
Proof of (4.5). The hypothesis ensures there will exist at least two 
simple roots not in the tau invariant of o. By iterating the Schmid charac- 
ter identities [V,] (or using KnappWallach S&go embeddings [K-W]) 
we arrive at two distinct embeddings of o into principal series. Moreover, 
using the Vogan calculus, one can check that these two embeddings 
correspond to elements z(i) E W, with l(z(i)) = m = dimension of a closed 
&-orbit. (The key point is that the character identity will have the 
character :q = o + s x o + c,(o), where c,(o) is the Cayley transform of o 
through the simple reflection s and s x w is a “neighboring” discrete series. 
But, using the Vogan calculus, q is the standard module for c,(o), 
I(c,(o))=l(o)+ 1, and c,(o) is attached to a &-orbit of dimension 
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m + 1.) Since the support of the $&module associated to J(w) (under 
localisation A) has at most dimension =m, we conclude that z(i) are 
leading terms, which proves the lemma. 
Assume that rc is a large discrete series representation, as in (4.1); i.e., the 
case when P+ = G of (4.4). Now, (4.1), (4.3), (4.5), and our hypothesis that 
G is not localy isomorphic to Sp(n, R) lead to a contradiction. Thus, any 
n: as in (4.1) is not a discrete series representation. We may henceforth 
assume that n = I,+ (6 + @ 1+ ) is the Langlands data of 71, as in (4.4) with 
P+ # G; i.e., n is an “honest” cuspidally induced representation and 6 + is 
large. Recall the Langlands decomposition p + = m + 0 a + @ n + and write 
[ml y $1 =GlhO ... 0 s(k),, where each e(j), is a simple real Lie 
algebra. We consider three separate subcases. 
Subcase 1: There Exists t, 1 < t < k, Such That s(t), # sI(2, R) 
The large discrete series representation 6 + will decompose as a tensor 
product of large discrete series representations 6 + (i) of each S(i) (where 
S(i) is the simple factor of M+ corresponding to s(i)*) and some character 
x of the center Z,+ of Mt. By the hypothesis of this subcase and (4.5), 
J,(cS’(t) 0x0 A+) has at least two distinct leading terms, say z(t, 1) and 
z(t, 2); here, J,(. . .) is the Jacquet functor for S( t)Z,+ A +. This gives two 
distinct leading terms z(1) and z(2) for the g-module 
w)O,,,+,J,+,+(6+ @A+); 
here, JM + A + (...) is the Jacquet functor for M+A+. By [V, (6.5)], we have 
a short exact sequence in Ok, 
@+wm,,,+,JM+,4+ (s+ @d”)+J(1,+(6f on’)). 
Since OJ,+, + (6 + @ ,? + ) coincides with the i + component of 
OJ(1,+(6+ @A+)) (see [H-S,, Sect. X]) and /2+ is a leading exponent of 
IP+ (6 + @ ,? + ) along a + , we conclude that 
On the other hand, (4.1) and (4.3) imply that J(1,+(6+ @A+)) admits a 
unique leading term, a contradiction. Conclude that the Langlands data of 
rc does not fall into this subcase. 
Subcase 2: s(i)o = eI(2, R), for All 1 < id k 
This case will require we carefully consider the component group of P’. 
It is in this case we use the hypothesis that G is not locally isomorphic to 
Sp(n, R), n 3 1. We deline 
M+#= {rn~M+: Ad,:M’,‘--+M+,‘isinner). (4.6) 
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Observe that M+’ c M+# c M+ with M+ # normal in A&+. see [K-Z, 
Sect. 21. If S+(i) is a discrete series of S(i) (= the simple factor of M+ 
corresponding to am), then the construction of the discrete series for 
(possibly disconnected) groups such as S(i) and an argument as in the 
proof of [C, (3.5)] will show that 
J,S(i)(G(i)) = k+)(e) 0 . . . 0 Ls(ij(e), 1 S( i)/S( i) # ( copies, (4:7) 
where the subscripts “S(i)” refer to the appropriate objects attached to the 
group S(i). 
Now, consider the induced character formula for 7~ = IP+(a + @A + ). 
Assume one of the groups S(i) satisfies the condition 
IS(WS(~)#l > 1, some i, 1 <<i<k. (4.8 ) 
Then, in view of (4.7) and the remarks in subcase 1, there will exist a lead- 
ing term z of J(n) with mult(z, J(X)) > 1. Thus, if we can show (4.8) holds, 
(4.1) and (4.3) lead us to contradiction. This would tell us that the 
Langlands data of 71 do not fall into subcase 2. If G = SL(3, R), then we can 
use the theory of [SC] to show that (4.8) holds for either class of maximal 
cuspidal parabolic subgroup. If all the roots in @ have equal length, then 
we can use this SL(3, R) fact to show that (4.8) holds, for some i. (One 
needs to observe that SU(p, p) does not admit an irreducible standard 
module with the Langlands data of subcase 2. This follows from the fact 
that SU(p, p) has exactly two blocks of irreducible representations, the tri- 
vial block and the “IC4 dual” of the trivial block for SL(p, W); see [V,].) 
A direct argument, again using the theory of [SC], handles the split forms 
of F4 and G2. Finally, consider Spin(p, p + i), where p > 2 by the hypothesis 
that G is not Iocally isomorphic to Sp(n, R)! Now, S(i) is determined by a 
short or long root. In the long root case, since p > 2, we can use the 
SL(3, R) fact to show that (4.8) holds. Finally, suppose S(i) is determined 
by the short root. Then (4.8) holds if and only if (4.8) holds for the maxi- 
mal parabolic subgroup of Sp(2, R) determined by the short root. This 
Sp(2, R) result follows by direct calculation; see the proof of CC, (5.25)]. 
Subcase 3: P+ = P (i.e., the $finimal Parabolic Case) 
Suppose G is quasi-split but not split. (A setting to keep in mind would 
be an irreducible principal series for SiJ(p, p), which does not lie in the 
block of the trivial module and is not of largest growth.) As usual, by the 
induced character formula [K, Sect. 10.31 and the Osborne conjecture 
[H-S,], on the Osborne set 
~(J(~))=~(zP(60~))(,,- = @ OM(yz), (4.9) 
Ye WA) 
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for some z E W. On the other hand, by (4.1), we see that (4.9) will coincide 
with @(D’(w)), for some w E W. By Irving’s work in [12, Sect. 3.41 and the 
BGG reciprocity theorem, we know that on the level of characters 
[D’(w) : M(e)] = [P(ww,) : M(w,)] = [M(w,) : L(ww,)] #O; (4.10) 
here, [A : B] is the multiplicity of B in a character formula of A. Com- 
bining these remarks, M(e) occurs in the right hand side of (4.9). We claim 
that this forces M(w,) to occur in the right hand side of (4.9). To see this, 
we first recall that the quasi-splitness insures we may partition 
@+ = {a(l), . . . . a(r), P(l), . . . . P(s), -W(l), . . . . -W(s)}, (4.11) 
where a(i) are positive real roots and p(j), --e/I(j) are positive complex 
roots, in the terminology of [V,]. Assuming the case of trivial in& 
nitesimal character (as we may) we note that the highest weight of M(e) 
is the negative sum over (4.11), which is -2~. But -2p E a*, since 
w> - W(j)) It* = 0. L e w # be the longest element of W(A). Since M(e) t 
is in the right hand side of (4.9), we conclude M( w # ) also occurs. But since 
w # acts on - 2p like - 1, we conclude that M( w # ) = M( wO)~ This all 
implies that n is of largest growth. 
If G is split, then rc is automatically of largest growth, since its Langlands 
data are attached to the minimal parabolic subgroup. 
In summary, the above analysis in subcases l-3 shows that (4.1) occurs 
only if n is of largest growth. Next we prove that G is split. This follows 
from another character consideration. Namely, if n is of largest growt 
in (4.1), then J(n) = D’(wO), using the classification the,orem (2.13). Again, 
using Irving’s work [I,, Sect. 3.41 and BGG reciprocity (as above), we 
arrive at the formula 
[J(x) : M(w)] = [D’(w,) : M(w)] = [P(e) : M(wwo)] 
= [M(wwo) : L(e)] # 0 (4.12) 
for every w E W. This would imply that the right hand side of (4.9) involves 
a sum over W. However, ( WI = 1 W(A)\ if and only if G is split. Since P’(e) 
is indecomposable self-dual with a Verma flag and L(w,) is a composition 
factor of P’(e), the classification theorem (2.13) implies J(z) = D’(w,) = 
P’(e). 
5. hOOF OF (2.8) 
Throughout this section, G = Sp(n, IR), n > 1. The proof of “(a) implies 
(b)” will essentially fall out of Section 4 arguments. The “(b) implies (a)” 
implication is much more delicate. Among other things, we will need 
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precise structural understanding for a particular block of irreducible 
representations, a priori knowledge of certain Kazhdan-Lusztig polyno- 
mials, and some additional theory for the self-dual Verma flag modules 
of (2.13). 
A Special Block for Sp(n, [w) 
We begin with a close look at a particular block of irreducible represen- 
tations for G; recall the concept of a block from [V,, Sect. 9.21. For the 
purposes of this section, we define P(n) =M(n)A(n)N(n) to be the 
standard cuspidal parabolic subgroup of G containing P, having the 
property that [m(n),, m(n)J 2 eI(2, IR) is determined by the simple long 
root a(n) in @+. Here, we enumerate the simple roots in Qi (or simple basis 
reflections in w) according to Fig. 1. Recalling the definition in (4.6), one 
can check (see [C, (5.25)] or [SC, Sect. 21) that M(n)+ =M(n). Using the 
theory of [V,] or [V,], we can now describe a particular block of 
irreducible representations. To do so, we refer the reader to Fig. 2, which 
we now interpret. 
First, we have parametrized 2n -+ 1 irreducible representations: z(a, i), 
1~ i < n; n(J1, i), 1 < i < n; n(top). These representations may be more care- 
fully defined as follows, using the terminology in [V, (6.4)] or [V, (5.2)]. 
i 
0 
M&n-l 
i lc @PI 
n-2 
I 
i 
1 
2SiSn 
n&l) 
FIG. 2. The next to smallest block of Sp(n, R). 
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The notation rc(top) will denote the irreducible largest growth representa- 
tion for G in $PZF having 
a(i) real but Q) $ z(rc(top)), l<iBn-1; 
cc(n) real type I and s,(,) E z(n(top)). 
This tau invariant information is encapsulated into Fig. 2 in the obvious 
manner. Since n(top) is of largest growth, its Langlands data are attached 
to P; z(top) is the unique irreducible quotient of I,(top). Since G is split, 
the Cayley transform through a(~) will parametrize irreducible representa- 
tions ~(a, n) and n(h, n) having Langlands data attached to the parabolic 
subgroup P(n) defined above. The simple reflection s,+ 1j is of complex 
type [V, (6.4) (b2)] for ~(0, n) and rr(h, n). Using the cross action [V,], 
we obtain irreducible representations n(a, n - 1) and 7~(h, IZ - 1). This pro- 
cess continues until we reach z(a, 1) and rc(h, I); these are irreducible 
standard modules induced from P(n). 
(2.8)(a) Implies (2.8)(b) 
Now assume that J(Z) is indecomposable with a Verma flag. Arguing 
just as in Sect. 4, we conclude that 
(i) J(n) = D’(w), for some w E W; 
(ii) n is a large representation; 
(iii) rc=IP+(6+@,I+), where P+ =M’A+N+ is a cusp- 
idal parabolic subgroup of G (possibly G itself !) containing 
P, 6+ is a large discrete series representation of M’, and J.+ 
is a dominant character on a +. (5.1) 
Moreover, using the arguments of “The Case of a Non-complex Croup,” 
in Section 4, we find that either 
(i) rc = IP(b @ d) is an irreducible principal series (of largest 
growth); or 
(ii) n: = Ipc,)(W) 0 4 1) n is an irreducible standard represen- 
tation, where P(n) is the cuspidal parabolic subgroup of G 
defined above, 6(n) is a large discrete series representation of 
M(n), and n(n) is a dominant character on a(n). (5.2) 
In case (5.2)(i), using the remarks in (2.9)(iii), 
Z(n) = dim, support(O(n)) = dim, G,/B = n2. 
We also observe that (2.6) will imply J(n) = P’(e), in this case. 
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In case (5.2)(ii), we use Fig. 2 (and the related remarks above) to see 
that rc = ~(a, 1) or rc=n(h, 1). From Fig. 2 and the Vogan calculus [V,, 
V,, V,] we can read off Z(n) = n2 - n. 
(2.8)(b) Implies (2.8)(a) 
Assume that rc is an irreducible standard module of length n2 or n2-n, 
as in (2.8)(b). In case n: has length n2, then 7c is necessarily an irreducible 
principal series representation and (2.6) shows J(n) = P’(e). But every pro- 
jective module in Lo> has a Verma flag [BGG], hence (a) holds. For the 
remainder of the proof, we may assume that z is an irreducible standard 
module rc= ~(a, 1) or 7~ = z(h, l), using the notation of Fig. 2. Using the 
tau invariant interpretation of largeness [V,] and Fig. 2, we see that n is 
large. Our proof is complete once we verify 
(5.3) Claim. J(7c)=J(7c(h, l))=J(x(a, 1)) =D’(w~s,s,-~ . ..sl). 
Let us begin by first determining $ead(~). Using the algorithm of 
[C-C,] and Fig. 2, we see that 
and (5.4) 
mult(w,s,s,- r . ..sr.J(n))=l. 
In other words, J(rc) has a unique multiplicity one leading term. 
Next, we assert that J(rc) is indecomposable. Asuming the contrary, the 
fact that rr is large and the proof of [V, (4.6)] will force L(e) to occur with 
multiplicity greater than one in the socle of J(X). Recall the finite group 
H/Ho, Ho= the identity component of H. The H/Ho structure on each 
copy of L(e) in the socle is determined by the H/Ho structure of a leading 
term; but L( wos,s, _ r . . . sl) is the unique leading term. Thus, the 
Frobenius reciprocity theorem [H-S,] implies that 
dim, Hom,,(n, 4&(e) 0 0)) 2 2 
for a character c of H/Ho. But then n occurs at least twice as a composi- 
tion factor of 1,(@(e) @ g); this contradicts [V,, (6.7)]. Hence, 
J(n) is indecomposable with socle(J(z)) = top(J(n)) = L(e). (5.5) 
Let p: J(X) -+ I;(e) be the projection onto the top and q: Z”(e) + L(e) the 
projective cover of L(e) in 0;. By projectivity, there exists q*: P’(e) + J(x) 
such that pq* = q. The map q* must be onto by (5.5), hence we have an 
exact sequence 
P’(e) -q* -+ J(z) -+ 0. (5.6) 
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Let Y be the kernel of the surjection q” in (5.6). We define DES(WOS,S,_ 1. . . sl) 
to be the largest homomorphic image of P’(e) all of whose composi- 
tion factors L(y) have parameter y < wOs,s,- I . .. sl. Equivalently, 
DES(w~~,~,~l~~~~l)=P’(e)/K(w~s,s,~,~~~s,) for K(w~s,s,-~.~.s~) the 
submodule in a Verma flag for P’(e) which has as factors all Verma 
modules M(y) with y 4 w,,s,s,-i ... s1 and no others. In view of (5.4), 
Y 3 K(wOs,s,_ 1 . . S sl) and there exists an exact sequence 
DES(wos,s,- 1 . . . sl) - y --+ J(n) -+ 0. (5.7) 
By [I2 (9.1.3)], DES(~O~,~,_l . ..~~)=D’(w~s.s,_~...s~) if and only if 
CWwd : u%w,- 1 ..-SIWO)] = [M(w,): L(s,s,-l . ..Sl)] = 1. (5.8) 
(We strongly caution the reader not to confuse the notation “D’(...)” of this 
paper with the notation “D’(...),, of Irving’s paper [I, (9.1.3)]. Note that 
our DES(wO~,~,_ 1 ...si) coincides with his D’(w~s,s,_~...s~).) By the 
Kazhdan-Lusztig inversion formula [K-L], the integer (5.8) coincides 
with P e,w@sdn-l...sJl). 
(5.9) Claim. Pe,wwnsn~l...sl(l)= 1. 
Assuming (5.9) for the moment, we have the exact sequence 
D’(w,s,s,_,...s,)-y~J(n)40. (5.10) 
Again by [I, (9.1.3)], D’(w,,s,s,-I . ..sl) has simple socle L(e) and Loewy 
length 21(w0s,s,- r . . . sl) + 1; the Loewy length statement is contained in 
the proof of [I, (9.1.3)]. It follows that if y in (5.10) has a non-zero kernel, 
then the Loewy length of the image is at most ~E(w~s,s,_~ ...sl). On the 
other hand, by (5.5), self-duality (recall our remarks after (2.5)) and the 
fact II is large, J(X) has simple socle L(e) and Loewy length at least 
2~(%w,- 1 . ..si) + 1. (To see this Loewy length statement, recall that 
M%S,S,- 1 . ..si) is a submodule of J(rc), GM(w,s,s,_,...s,) is a 
quotient of J(n) and L(wOs,s,- I . . . si) occurs with multiplicity one in J(n); 
these remarks follow from largeness and (5.4).) We conclude that y is injec- 
tive and (5.10) gives the isomorphism for (5.3) completing the proof of 
(2.8). 
It remains to verify (5.9). To this end, recall the relative highest weight 
module category cO(C,, A,-,) attached to the Coxeter pair (C,, A,- 1); this 
is a so-called Hermitian symmetric case. We refer the reader to [ES] for 
generalities on the category O(C,, A,-,). The module L(w~s,s,-~ . ..s!) 
above lies in the category 8( C,, A,_ ,). Moreover, we find that 
L(wOs,s, _ 1 . . . sl) corresponds to an element of the set “script A” damped 
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in [C, (6.2)]. But combining [C, (6.3, 2.6, 1.2, and 2.3)], we find that 
(5.9) holds; in the terminolbgy of CC,], L(w~s,s,-~. . .sl) is a Kostant 
module. 
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